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Abstract. Theoretical concepts of graphs are highly utilized by computer 
scientists.Especially in research areas of computer science such as data mining, 
image segmentation, clustering image capturing and networking. The vague 
graphs are more flexible and compatible than fuzzy graphs due to the fact that 
they allowed the degree of membership of a vertex to an edge to be represented 
by interval valued in [0,1] rather than the crisp real values between 0 and 1. In 
this paper, some interesting properties of an edge regular vague graph are given. 
Also, new concepts such as strongly regular, edge regular, and biregular vague 
graphs are defined. 
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1.Introduction 
In 1965, Zadeh [24] first proposed the theory of fuzzy sets. Gau and Buehrer [5] proposed 
the concept of vague set 1993, by replacing the value of an element in a set with a 
subinterval of [0,1]. Namely, a true-membership function )(xtv  and false membership 

function )(xfv  are used to describe the bounderies of the memebership degree. The first 

definition of fuzzy graphs was proposed by Kafmann [6] in 1993, from Zadeh’s fuzzy 
relations [24], [25], and [26]. But Rosenfeld [16] introduced another elaborated definition 
including fuzzy vertex and fuzzy edges and several fuzzy analogs of graph theoretic 
concepts such as paths, cycles, connectedness and etc. Ramakrishna [8] introduced the 
concept of vague graphs and studied some of their properties. Akram et al. [1] defined the 
vague hypergraphs. Borzooei and Rashmanlou [2, 3, 4] investigated domination in vague 
graphs, degree of vertices in vague graphs and ring sum in product intuitionistic fuzzy 
graphs. Rashmanlou et al. [9]-[15] introduced new concepts of bipolar fuzzy graphs, 
complete interval-valued fuzzy graphs, antipodal interval-valued fuzzy graphs, balanced 
interval-valued fuzzy graphs and some properties of highly irregular interval-valued fuzzy 
graphs. Samanta and Pal [17, 18, 19, 20] defined fuzzy tolerance graph, fuzzy threshold 
graph, fuzzy −k competition graph and −p competition fuzzy graph and new concepts 
of fuzzy planar graph. Karunambigai et al. [7] introduced edge regular intuitionistic fuzzy 
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graph. In this paper, some properties of an edge regular vague graph are given. Particularly, 
strongly regular, edge regular and biregular vague graphs are defined and the necessary 
and sufficient condition for a vague graph to be strongly regular is studied. Also, we have 
introduced a partially edge regular vague graph and fully edge regular vague graph with 
suitable illustrations.   
 
2. Preliminaries 
A graph is an ordered pair ),(= EVG , where V  is the set of vertices of G  and E  is 

the set of edges of G . A subgraph of a graph ),(= EVG  is a graph ),(= FWH , 

where VW ⊆  and EF ⊆ . A fuzzy graph ),(= µσG  is a pair of functions 

[0,1]: →Vσ  and [0,1]: →×VVµ  with )()(),( vuvu σσµ ∧≤ , for all Vvu ∈, , 

where V  is a finite non-empty set and ∧  denote minimum. 
A vague set A  in an ordinary finite non-empty set X , is a pair ),( AA ft , where 

[0,1]: →XtA , [0,1]: →XfA  are true and false membership functions, respectively 

such that 1)()(0 ≤+≤ xfxt AA , for all Xx ∈ . Note that )(xtA  is considered as the 

lower bound for degree of membership of x  in A  and )(xf A  is the lower bound for 

negative of membership of x  in A . So, the degree of membership of x  in the vague set 

A , is characterized by the interval )](),1([ xfxt AA − . 
Hence, a vague set is a special case of interval-valued sets studied by many mathematicians 
and applied in many branches of mathematics. 
Let X  and Y  be two ordinary finite non-empty sets. We call a vague relation to be a 
vague subset of YX × , that is an expression R  defined by  

 },|),(),,(),,({= YyXxyxfyxtyxR RR ∈∈  

where [0,1]: →×YXtR , [0,1]: →×YXfR , which satisfies the condition 

1),(),(0 ≤+≤ yxfyxt RR , for all YXyx ×∈),( . (See [8]).  
 
Definition 2.1. [8] A vague graph is defined to be a pair ),(= BAG , where 

),(= AA ftA  is a vague set on V  and ),(= BB ftB  is a vague set on VVE ×⊆  such 

that ))(),((min)( ytxtxyt AAB ≤  and ))(),((max)( yfxfxyf AAB ≥ , for each edge 

Exy ∈ . 

The underlying crisp graph of a vague graph ),(= BAG , is the graph 

),(= EVG , where 0>)(:{= vtvV A  and 0}>)(vf A  and 

0}>}),({0,>}),({:},{{= vufvutvuE BB . V  is called the vertex set and E  is called 

the edge set. A  vague graph maybe also denoted as ),(= EVG . 

A vague graph G  is said to be strong if )}(),({min=)( jAiAjiB vtvtvvt  and 

)}(),({max=)( jAiAjiB vfvfvvf , for every edge Evv ji ∈ . A vague graph G  is said to 

be complete if )}(),({min=)( jAiAjiB vtvtvvt  and )}(),({max=)( jAiAjiB vfvfvvf , 

for all Vvv ji ∈, . The complement of a vague graph ),(= BAG  is a vague graph 
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),(= BAG , where ),(== AA ftAA  and ),(= BB ftB  is defined by:  

 )).(),((max)(=),())(),((min=)( yfxfxyffxytytxtxyt AABBBAAB −−  
 

Definition 2.2. [4] Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph. 

)(i  The neighborhood degree of a vertex v  is defined as ))(),((=)( vdvdvd
fNtNN , 

where  

 ).(=)(    )(=)(
)()(

wfvdandwtvd A
vNw

fNA
vNw

tN ∑∑
∈∈

 

)(ii  The degree of a vertex iv  is defined by ),(=))(),((=)( 21 kkvdvdvd ifitiG , where 

)(=)(=1 jiB
jvivit vvtvdk ∑ ≠

 and )(=)(=2 jiB
jvivif vvfvdk ∑ ≠

.  

 
Definition 2.3. [4] A vague graph ),(= EVG  is said to be  

−),(  )( 21 kki regular if ),(=)( 21 kkvd iG , for all Vvi ∈  and also G  is said to be a 

regular vague graph of degree ),( 21 kk . 

)(ii  bipartite if the vertex set V  can be partitioned into two non-empty sets 1V  

and 2V  such that 

0=)(  )( jiB vvta  and 0=)( jiB vvf , if 1),( Vvv ji ∈  or 2),( Vvv ji ∈  

0=)(  )( jiB vvtb , 0>)( jiB vvf , if 1Vvi ∈  or 2Vv j ∈  

0>)(  )( jiB vvtc , 0=)( jiB vvf , if 1Vvi ∈  or 2Vv j ∈ , for some i  and j .  

 

Definition 2.4. [16] Let ),(= EVG∗  be a crisp graph and let jivve =  be an edge in 
∗G . Then, the degree of an edge Evve ji ∈=  is defined as 

2.)()(=)( −+ ∗∗∗ jGiGjiG
vdvdvvd  

 
3. Some properties of regularity in vague graphs 
Definition 3.1. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph. 

)(i  The degree of an edge Eeij ∈  is defined as 

)(2)()(=)( jiBjtitijt vvtvdvded −+  

or )()(=)( jkB

ik

EjvkvkiB

jk

Ekvivijt vvtvvted ∑∑
≠

∈
≠

∈
+  

)(2)()(=)( jiBjfifijf vvfvdvded −+  

or )()(=)( jkB

ik

EjvkvkiB

jk

Ekvivijf vvfvvfed ∑∑
≠

∈
≠

∈
+  

)(ii  The minimum edge degree of G  is ))(),((=)( GGG ftE δδδ ,  
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where }|)({=)( EeedG ijijtt ∈∧δ  and }|)({=)( EeedG ijijff ∈∧δ . 

)(iii  The maximum edge degree of G  is ))(),((=)( GGG ftE ∆∆∆ ,  

where }|)({=)( EeedG ijijtt ∈∨∆  and }|)({=)( EeedG ijijff ∈∨∆ . 

)(iv  The total edge degree of an edge Eeij ∈  is defined as 

)()()(=)( ijBjkB

ik

EjvkvkiB

jk

Ekvivijt etvvtvvtetd ++∑∑
≠

∈
≠

∈
, 

)()()(=)( ijBjkB

ik

EjvkvkiB

jk

Ekvivijf efvvfvvfetd ++∑∑
≠

∈
≠

∈
. 

)(v  The edge degree of G  is defined by ))(),((=)( ijfijtijG ededed  and the total edge 

degree of G  is defined by ))(),((=)( ijfijtijG etdetdetd .  

 
Examples 3.2. Consider a vague graph ),(= EVG  such that },,,{= 4321 uuuuV  and 

},,,,{= 4342324121 uuuuuuuuuuE . 

Here, 0.5=)( 12edt , 1.9=)( 12ed f , (0.5,1.9)=)( 12edG , 0.7=0.20.5=)( 12 +etdt , 

2.4=0.51.9=)( 12 +etd f . Hence, (0.7,2.4)=)( 12etdG . 

 
Definition 3.3. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph. 

)(i  If each edge in G  has the same degree ),( 21 ll , then G  is said to be an edge regular 
vague graph. 

)(ii  If each edge in G  has the same total degree ),( 21 tt , then G  is said to be a totally 
edge regular vague graph.  

 

Theorem 3.4. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph on a cycle ),(= EVG∗ . Then 

)(=)( jiGEjviviGViv
vvdvd ∑∑ ∈∈

.  

Proof. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph and ∗G  be a cycle 1321 vvvvv n⋯ . Then 

))(),((=)( 11=11=11= +++ ∑∑∑ iif

n

iiit

n

iiiG

n

i
vvdvvdvvd . Now we have  

11132211
1=

=  ),()()(=)( vvwherevvdvvdvvdvvd nntttiit

n

i
++ +++∑ ⋯  

)()()(2)()(= 322121 vdvdvvtvdvd ttBtt ++−+  

)(2)()()(2 1132 vvtvdvdvvt nBtntB −+++− ⋯  

)(2)(2)(2= 21 nttt vdvdvd +++ ⋯ ))()()(2( 13221 vvtvvtvvt nBBB +++− ⋯  

)(2)(2= 1
1=

+
∈

∑∑ − iiB

n

i
it

Viv

vvtvd )(2)(2)(= 1
1=

1
1=

++
∈

∑∑∑ −+ iiB

n

i
iiB

n

i
it

Viv

vvtvvtvd  
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).(= it
Viv

vd∑
∈

 

 Similarly, )(=)( 11= ifViviif

n

i
vdvvd ∑∑ ∈+ .  

Hence, )(=))(),((=)( 11= iGVivifVivitViviiG

n

i
vdvdvdvvd ∑∑∑∑ ∈∈∈+ .  

 

Remark 3.5. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph on a crisp graph ∗G . Then,  

)),()(),()((=)( jiBjiG
Ejviv

jiBjiG
Ejviv

jiG
Ejviv

vvfvvdvvtvvdvvd ∗
∈

∗
∈∈

∑∑∑  

where 2)()(=)( −+ ∗∗∗ jGiGjiG
vdvdvvd , for all Evv ji ∈ .  

 
Theorem 3.6. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph on a −k regular crisp graph ∗G . Then,  

 )).(1)(),(1)((=)( if
Viv

it
Viv

jiG
Ejviv

vdkvdkvvd ∑∑∑
∈∈∈

−−  

Proof: By Remark 3.5 we have  

 ))()(),()((=)( jiBjiG
Ejviv

jiBjiG
Ejviv

jiG
Ejviv

vvfvvdvvtvvdvvd ∗
∈

∗
∈∈

∑∑∑  

 

)).(2))()((),(2))()(((= jiBjGiG
Ejviv

jiBjGiG
Ejviv

vvfvdvdvvtvdvd −+−+ ∗∗
∈

∗∗
∈

∑∑  

 Since ∗G  is a regular crisp graph, kvd iG
=)(∗ , for all Vvi ∈  and we have  

 )),(2)(),(2)((=)( jiB
Ejviv

jiB
Ejviv

jiG
Ejviv

vvfkkvvtkkvvd ∑∑∑
∈∈∈

−+−+  

 )),(1)),2((1)(2(=)( jiB
Ejviv

jiB
Ejviv

jiG
Ejviv

vvfkvvtkvvd ∑∑∑
∈∈∈

−−  

 )).(1)(),(1)((=)( if
Viv

it
Viv

jiG
Ejviv

vdkvdkvvd ∑∑∑
∈∈∈

−−  

 

Theorem 3.7. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph on a crisp graph ∗G . Then,  
 

)).()()(),()()((=)( jiB
Ejviv

jiBjiG
Ejviv

jiB
Ejviv

jiBjiG
Ejviv

jiG
Eiviv

vvfvvfvvdvvtvvtvvdvvtd ∑∑∑∑∑
∈

∗
∈∈

∗
∈∈

++  

Proof: By definition of total edge degree of G , we have  

 ))(),((=)( jif
Ejviv

jit
Ejviv

jiG
Ejviv

vvtdvvtdvvtd ∑∑∑
∈∈∈

 

 )))()(()),()(((= jiBjif
Ejviv

jiBjit
Ejviv

vvfvvdvvtvvd ++ ∑∑
∈∈
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 )).()(),()((= jiB
Ejviv

jif
Ejviv

jiB
Ejviv

jit
Ejviv

vvfvvdvvtvvd ∑∑∑∑
∈∈∈∈

++  

 By Remark 3.5, we get  

 ),()()((=)( jiB
Ejviv

jiBjiG
Ejviv

jiG
Ejviv

vvtvvtvvdvvtd ∑∑∑
∈

∗
∈∈

+  

 )).()()( jiB
Ejviv

jiBjiG
Ejviv

vvfvvfvvd ∑∑
∈

∗
∈

+  

 
Theorem 3.8. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph. Then ),( BB ft  is a constant function if 
and only if the following are equivalent. 

Gi   )(  is a edge regular vague graph. 

Gii   )(  is totally edge regular vague graph.  

Proof: Assume that ),( BB ft  is a constant function. Then 1=)( cvvt jiB  and 

2=)( cvvf jiB , for every Evv ji ∈ , where 1c  and 2c  are constants. Let G  be a ),( 21 ll

-edge regular vague graph. Then, ),(=)( 21 llvvd jiG , for all Evv ji ∈ .  

 ),,(=))()(),()((=)( 2211 clclvvfvvdvvtvvdvvtd jiBjifjiBjitjiG ++++  

for all Evv ji ∈  which implies G  is totally edge regular. 

Let G  be −),( 21 tt totally edge regular vague graph. Then ),(=)( 21 ttvvtd jiG , 

for all Evv ji ∈ . So, we have  

 ).,(=))()(),()((=)( 21 ttvvfvvdvvtvvdvvtd jiBjifjiBjitjiG ++  

Now,  
 ))(),((=))(),(( 21 jiBjiBjifjit vvftvvttvvdvvd −−  

 ).,(= 2211 ctct −−  

 Hence, G  is ),( 2211 ctct −−  edge regular vague graph. 

Conversely, assume that )(i  and )(ii  are equivalent. We have to prove that ),( BB ft  is 

a constant function. Suppose that ),( BB ft  is not a constant function. Then 

)()( srBjiB vvtvvt ≠  and )()( srBjiB vvfvvf ≠  for at least one pair of Evvvv srji ∈, . Let 

G  be an ),( 21 ll  edge regular vague graph. Then, ),(=)(=)( 21 llvvdvvd srGjiG .  

 ))()(),()((=)( jiBjifjiBjitjiG vvfvvdvvtvvdvvtd ++  

 )),(),((= 21 jiBjiB vvflvvtl ++  

 for all Evv ji ∈  and  

 ))()(),()((=)( srBsrfsrBsrtsrG vvfvvdvvtvvdvvtd ++  

 )),(),((= 21 srBsrB vvflvvtl ++  

 for all Evv sr ∈ . 
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Since, )()( srBjiB vvtvvt ≠  and )()( srBjiB vvfvvf ≠  we have )()( srGjiG vvtdvvtd ≠ . 

Hence, G  is not a totally edge regular that is contradiction to our assumption. Therefore, 
),( BB ft  is a constant function. Similarly we can show that ),( BB ft  is a constant 

function when G  is a totally edge regular vague graph.  
 

Theorem 3.9. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph on a −k regular crisp graph ∗G . Then, 

),( BB ft  is a constant if and only if G  is both regular and edge regular vague graph.  

Proof. Let ),(= EVG  be a vague graph on ∗G  and let ∗G  be a −k regular crisp 

graph. Assume that Bt  and Bf  are constant functions, i.e., cvvt jiB =)(  and 

tvvf jiB =)( , for all Evv ji ∈ , where tc,  are constants. By definition of degree of a 

vertex we have  

))(),((=)( ifitiG vdvdvd ))(),((= jiB
Ejviv

jiB
Ejviv

vvfvvt ∑∑
∈∈

),,(= tc
EjvivEjviv

∑∑
∈∈

 

 for all Vvi ∈ . Hence, ),(=)( ktkcvd iG . Therefore, G  is regular vague graph. Now, 

))(),((=)( jifjitjiG vvtdvvtdvvtd , where  

)()()(=)( jiBjkBkiBjit vvtvvtvvtvvtd ++∑∑ ccc

ik

Ejvkv

jk

Ekviv

++ ∑∑
≠

∈
≠

∈

=  

ckckc +−+− 1)(1)(= 1).(2= −kc  

 Similarly, 1)(2=)( −ktvvtd jif , for all Evv ji ∈ . Hence, G  is also totally edge 

regular vague graph. 
Conversely, assume that G  is both regular and edge regular vague graph. We prove that 

),( BB ft  is a constant function. Since G  is regular, ),(=)( 21 ccvd iG , for all Vvi ∈ . 

Also, G  is totally edge regular so, ),(=)( 21 ttvvtd jiG , for all Evv ji ∈ . 

By definition of totally edge degree we have ))(),((=)( jifjitjiG vvtdvvtdvvtd , where 

)()()(=)( jiBjtitjiG vvtvdvdvvtd −+ , for all Evv ji ∈ , )(= 211 jiB vvtcct −+ . So, 

112=)( tcvvt jiB − . Similarly we have 222=)( tcvvf jiB − , for all Evv ji ∈ . Hence, 

),( BB ft  is a constant function.  
 

Definition 3.10. A vague graph ),(= EVG , where },,,{= 21 nvvvV ⋯  is said to be 

strongly regular, if it satisfies the following axioms: 
Gi   )(  is −),(= 21 kkk regular vague graph 

)(ii  The sum of membership values and non-membership values of the common 

neighborhood vertices of any pair of adjacent vertices and non-adjacent vertices ji vv ,  of 

G  has the same weight and is denoted by ),(= 21 λλλ , ),(= 21 δδδ , respectively.  
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Note 1. Any strongly vague graph G  is denoted by ),,,(= δλknG .  
 

Examples 3.11. Consider a vague graph ),(= EVG  where },,,{= 4321 uuuuV  and 

},,,,,{= 413231434221 uuuuuuuuuuuuE .  

Here, 4=n , (0.3,1.5)=),(= 21 kkk , (0.3,0.8)=),(= 21 λλλ , (0,0)=),(= 21 δδδ . 

So, G  is strongly regular vague graph.  
 
Theorem 3.12. If ),(= EVG  is a complete vague graph with ),( AA ft  and ),( BB ft  as 

constant functions, then G  is a strongly regular vague graph.  
Proof: Let ),(= EVG  be a complete vague graph where },,,{= 21 nvvvV ⋯ . Since 

BAA tft ,,  and Bf  are constant functions. That is, rvt iA =)( , svf iA =)( , for all 

Vvi ∈  and cvvt jiB =)(  and tvvf jiB =)( , for all Evv ji ∈  where tcsr ,,,  are 

constants. To prove that G  is a strongly regular vague graph, we have to show that G  is 
−),(= 21 kkk regular vague graph and the adjacent vertices have the same common 

neighborhood ),(= 21 λλλ  and non-adjacent vertices have the same common 

neighborhood ),(= 21 δδδ . Now, 

))(),((=)( ifitiG vdvdvd ))(),((= jiB
Ejviv

jiB
Ejviv

vvfvvt ∑∑
∈∈

 

 ).   (  )1)(,1)((= completeisGSincetncn −−  

 Hence, G  is an −−− )1)(,1)(( tncn regular vague graph. The sum of membership 
values and non-membership values of common neighborhood vertices of any pair of 
adjacent vertices )2)(,2)((= snrn −−λ  are the same and the sum of membership 
values and non-membership values of common neighborhood vertices of any pair of 
non-adjacent vertices 0=δ , since G  is complete vague graph. So we have the proof.  

 
Remark 3.13. If G  is a strongly regular disconnected vague graph then, 0=δ .  

 
Definition 3.14. A vague graph ),(= EVG  is said to be a biregular vague graph if it 
satisfies the following axioms: 

Gi   )(  is −),(= 21 kkk regular vague graph. 

21=  )( VVVii ∪  be the bipartition of V  and every vertex in 1V  has the same 

neighborhood degree ),(= 11 MMM  and every vertex in 2V  has the same neighborhood 

degree ),(= 21 NNN , where M  and N  are constants.  
 

Theorem 3.15. If ),(= EVG  is a strongly regular vague graph which is strong then, G

is −),( 21 kk regular.  

Proof: Let ),(= EVG  be a strongly regular vague graph. Then by definition, G  is 
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−),( 21 kk regular. Since G  is strong, we have  

 




∈/
∈

Evvallforvtvt

Evvallfor
vvt

jijAiA

ji

jiB   ))(),((min

  0
=)(  

 

 




∈/
∈

.  ))(),((max

  0
=)(

Evvallforvfvf

Evvallfor
vvf

jijAiA

ji

jiB  

Now the degree of a vertex iv  in G  is ))(),((=)( ifitiG vdvdvd , where 

 ,=)()(=)(=)( 1kvtvtvvtvd jAiA

jviv
jiB

jviv
it ∧∑∑

≠≠
 

for all Vvi ∈  and 

 ,=)()(=)(=)( 2kvfvfvvfvd jAiA

jviv
jiB

jviv
if

∧∑∑
≠≠

 

for all Vvi ∈ . (Since G  is strong)  

Hence, ),(=)( 21 kkvd iG , for all Vvi ∈ . So, G  is a ),( 21 kk -regular vague graph.  

 
Theorem 3.16. Let ),(= EVG  be a strong vague graph. Then G  is a strongly regular 

if and only if G  is a strongly regular.  
Proof: Assume that ),(= EVG  is a strongly regular vague graph. Then by definition, we 

have G  is −),( 21 kk regular and the adjacent vertices and the non-adjacent vertices have 

the same common neighborhood ),(= 21 λλλ  and ),(= 21 δδδ , respectively. We have 

to prove that G  is a strongly regular vague graph. If G  is strongly regular vague graph 

which is strong then G  is a −),( 21 kk regular vague graph by Theorem 3.17. Next, let 1S  

and 2S  be the sets of all adjacent vertices and non-adjacent vertices of G . That is, 

}|{=1 EvvvvS jiji ∈ , where iv  and jv  have same common neighborhood 

),(= 21 λλλ  and }|{=2 EvvvvS jiji ∈/ , where iv  and jv  have same common 

neighborhood ),(= 21 δδδ . Then, }|{=1 EvvvvS jiji ∈ , where iv  and jv  have same 

common neighborhood ),(= 21 δδδ  and }|{=2 EvvvvS jiji ∈/ , where iv  and jv  

have same common neighborhood ),(= 21 λλλ . Which implies G  is a strongly regular. 
Similarly we can prove the converse.  

 
Theorem 3.17. A strongly regular vague graph G  is a biregular vague graph if the 
adjacent vertices have the same common neighborhood 0),(= 21 ≠λλλ  and the 

non-adjacent vertices have the same common neighborhood 0),(= 21 ≠δδδ .  

Proof: Let ),(= EVG  be a strongly regular vague graph. Then we have 
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),(=)( 21 kkvd i , for all Vvi ∈ . Assume that the adjacent vertices have the same common 

neighborhood 0),(= 21 ≠δδδ . Let S  be the sets of all non-adjacent vertices. That is 

|{= jivvS iv  is not adjacent to },,, Vvvjiv jij ∈≠ . Now the vertex partition of G  is 

}|{=1 SvvV ii ∈  and }|{=2 SvvV jj ∈ . Then 1V  and 2V  have the same neighborhood 

degree, since G  is a strongly regular. Hence, G  is a biregular vague graph.  
 

4. Conclusion 
Graph theory is an extremely useful tool in solving the combinatorial problemsin different 
areas including geometry, algebra, number theory, topology, operations research, 
optimization, and computer science. The concept of vague sets is due toGau and Buehrer 
who studied the concept with the aim of interpreting the real lifeproblems in better way 
than the existing mechanisms such as Fuzzy sets.In this paper,novel properties of an edge 
regular vague graph are given. Likewise, new concepts such as strongly regular, edge 
regular, and biregular vague graphs are defined. 
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